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Our research methodology is based on four pillars of strength to produce actionable and
insightful research for the industry
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Robust definitions
and frameworks

Primary sources
of information

Diverse set of
market touchpoints

Fact-based research

ERP process map,
PEAK Matrix®, market
maturity, and technology
adoption/investment

Annual contractual
and operational RFIs,
service provider
briefings and buyer
interviews, and webbased surveys

Ongoing interactions
across key
stakeholders, inputs
from a mix of
perspectives and
interests, supports both
data analysis and
thought leadership

Data-driven analysis
with expert
perspectives,
trend analysis across
market adoption,
contracting, and service
providers

Annual RFI process and interaction with leading ServiceNow service providers
Proprietary Enterprise Platform Services (EPS) deals database of over 1600+ EPS-specific deals (updated annually)
Over 25 years of experience advising clients on strategic IT, business services, engineering services, and sourcing decisions
Executive-level relationships with buyers, service providers, technology providers, and industry associations
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Introduction
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Introduction

ServiceNow is growing at an exponential pace to reach its US$10 billion revenue target by 2024/25. It is seen as a platform of platforms or a system of engagement across major
stakeholders including IT, customers, and employees. The partner ecosystem is trying to keep up with the pace of ServiceNow.
At Everest Group, we have been tracking the ServiceNow services market for the past few years. Last year, we published ServiceNow Services PEAK Matrix Assessment 2021, where
we presented an analysis of 20 global service providers providing ServiceNow-related IT services. Our recently published work, ServiceNow Services – the Uberization of IT, HR, and
Employee Workflows, provides an overview of the ServiceNow services market, typical deal characteristics, enterprise challenges and best practices, and implications for service
providers.
As a part of our ongoing research agenda, this document presents insights into the long tail of SI network in the ServiceNow partner ecosystem. This long tail or specialist ServiceNow
partners have gained significant importance over the past few years, as they cater to rising enterprise demand for ServiceNow services. Enterprises approach these specialist players for
bringing in capabilities in emerging product categories, owing to the agility and innovation appetite of these small players.
For most of the other product ecosystems, where the capabilities required to gain the highest level of partnership are directly correlated to the scale of operations except in the case of
ServiceNow, service providers can attain Elite/Premier status even with a scale of 30-40 resources. This is also reflected in the enterprise demand theme, where in many cases
enterprises end up preferring specialist service providers over large SIs.
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Acquisitions galore in the ServiceNow services market
and enterprise feedback on specialist partners


Recent acquisitions in the ServiceNow partner ecosystem



Enterprise feedback on specialist ServiceNow partners
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Acquisitions galore in the ServiceNow services market
Significant acquisition activity in specialist ServiceNow services space indicates the value of these providers
Since the time global partners have observed a scarcity of
talent, they have taken an inorganic route to bridge this gap.
Even private equity firms have been keen in investing in
ServiceNow partners. This space is evolving quite fast and
has witnessed exponential growth in the number of
acquisitions now than ever before. We have already
witnessed six acquisitions this year (refer to the table below
that highlights ServiceNow partner acquisitions since the
beginning of 2021) and expect the trend to continue.

Everest Group’s take on acquisitions in the
ServiceNow ecosystem
Since last year, there have been 17 acquisitions focused
on ServiceNow services. Three-fourths of these have been
of pure-play providers and others have significant focus on
ServiceNow. We expect this trend to continue as
ServiceNow becomes the mainstay of digital
transformation for enterprises. The pure-play ServiceNow
partner ecosystem is consolidating at a faster pace, a
similar trend observed for Salesforce a few years back.
Pure-play partners are more focused on ramping up scale
and positioning themselves as a transformation partner.
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January 2021
Acquirer

Target

ServiceNow Capabilities in the target
The group of three forms one of the large pure-play ServiceNow partners.
Evergreen Systems and Cerna Solutions are Elite partners, whereas Novo-Scale is
a Premium partner
Linium is ServiceNow Elite partner focused on cloud transformation
ITOM Solution specializes in IT Operations Management, AiOps, Application
Performance Management (APM), and IoT cloud services
Covestic is ServiceNow Elite partner focused on ITSM, ITOM, CSM, SecOps, and
GRC. It also offers managed services to help enterprises maintain their
ServiceNow environments

February 2021
Acquirer

Target

ServiceNow Capabilities in the target
abhra’s ServiceNow practice is focused on industry capabilities that empower
organizations to streamline operations

April 2021
Acquirer

Target

ServiceNow Capabilities in the target
As part of the deal, GlideFast will add more than 50 new team members from
CloudPires, including the company’s CEO, Mat Barter, and its CTO, Matt Saxton
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Enterprise feedback on specialist ServiceNow partners
Specialist ServiceNow service providers are preferred due to the agility and the innovation appetite they bring-in
especially in the emerging product categories
Everest Group’s take
Enterprises realize the value specialist ServiceNow service providers bring in terms of quick response, deep talent pool, and understanding of the product ecosystem. However,
specialist service providers will need to move beyond serendipitous discovery of opportunities or over-rely on goodwill of clients to win ServiceNow business. As large service providers
enhance capabilities and integrate their design and digital transformation competence, specialist service providers will need a better value proposition than just being a specialist.

HR team in my firm preferred to go with some specialist
ServiceNow player in HR.
– Director of IT, global manufacturing firm

Specialist service provider’s expertise is similar or better than
our incumbent large partner. They are hungry and very capable.
– Director IT Service Management, global clothing company

For very new area such as financial management, business
continuity management or very special requirement, we look for
specialist service providers where our global partner is not ready.
– Head, Digital Services Enablement, global pharma firm
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Analysis of key specialist ServiceNow services partners


Key characteristics of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners



Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
– Specialist Leaders
– High Potentials
– Specialist Aspirants
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Analysis of key specialist ServiceNow services partners
Key characteristics of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
We assessed 115 ServiceNow partners to recognize the top 15
specialist ServiceNow partners in the ecosystem

Everest Group’s take on specialist service providers
Specialist service providers for ServiceNow may appear similar;
however, there are meaningful differences when examined
closely. These specialist service providers thrive on proximity to
customers and engagement flexibility to create value for their
clients. When it comes to product capabilities, they have deep
understanding of not only ITSM, but also non-ITSM and
emerging product area.

Average CSAT of top 15 specialist
ServiceNow partners is 4.65, which
is higher than the average CSAT of
Global Elite partners at 4.51

Specialist Leaders








They have received recognition from technology vendor and have also been authorized training partners
They have obtained product expertise across multiple ServiceNow modules and have also invested in wide industry
coverage
Average customer satisfaction score is higher than the average for Global Elite partners
Sample set of logos catered to by specialist Leaders – McAfee, Zions Bank, hulu, Bridgestone, Ricoh, and Big four
accounting firms

High Potentials


High Potentials have invested in certifying their talent pool-focused application developers that are key to
implementation services. A majority of them have also placed dedicated focus on emerging areas



Customer satisfaction score is higher than other similar peers and Global Elites



They have good industry coverage and product expertise beyond ITSM



Sample set of logos catered to by High Potentials – European Global Stock Exchange, Honda, McGill, Swiss Re, ING,
Toyota, and UNC Health

Specialist Aspirants


Specialist Aspirants have invested in certifying their talent pool focused on the ITSM area. Their investments in emerging
areas and overall certifications are limited



Though a few have relatively better CSAT scores, they lack industry recognition and product expertise



Attrition is a common trait across most Specialist Aspirants
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Specialist Leaders have invested heavily in certifying their talent pool across both ITSM and emerging areas, such as
customer service management, HR case management, and security/ GRC

Sample set of logos catered to by Specialist Aspirants – Palo Alto Networks, Chevron Federal Credit Union, TIP Trailer
Services, Verizon, and North Carolina Health System
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
Specialist Leaders (page 1 of 2)
Overview
Cask offers ServiceNow solutions across IT, HR, security and risk management, customer service, finance/ procurement, and operations to
modernize employee, customer, and constituent user experience. It is focused on catering to the North American market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
160-180
Headquarters: San Diego, California,
United States

Commentary
 Enterprises can benefit from Cask’s large certified talent pool, specifically in emerging areas – with focus on application developers that are
core to implementation services
 Cask has been recognized by technology vendor global and regional awards, further cementing its reputation

Overview
Enable offers advisory and delivery services across multiple ServiceNow modules including HR, GRC, SecOps, CSM, ITOM, ITBM, and ITSM.
Its delivery is focused on catering to the APAC market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
230-250
Headquarters: Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia

Source:

Commentary
Enterprises can benefit from Enable’s scale of certified talent focused on ITSM
 Enable has been recognized by technology vendor with regional award for the APAC region, indicating its mettle in delivering ServiceNow
solutions in this region


Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
Specialist Leaders (page 2 of 2)
Overview
It offers services across implementing, integrating, and managing the ServiceNow platform along with offering consulting services to its clients.
GlideFast is focused on delivering services in the North American region.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
230-250
Headquarters: Woburn,
Massachusetts, United States

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from GlideFast’s large, certified talent pool with focus on application developers that are core to implementation services
 GlideFast is seen hiring a lot of ServiceNow talent, indicating its appetite to grow and serve its increasing clientele. It recently acquired
ServiceNow Elite partner CloudPires

Overview
Thirdera has been recently formed out of Evergreen, Cerna, and Novo/Scale. It focuses on providing an Amazon-like experience for employees
and customers. Though it has expertise in ITSM/ITIL practices but caters to the entire portfolio of ServiceNow modules. Its focus is on catering
to the Americas.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
160-180
Headquarters: Leesburg, Virginia,
United States

Source:

Commentary
 Enterprises can benefit from Thirdera’s certified talent pool, specifically in emerging areas such as HR, CSM, and security
 Thirdera’s relatively higher CSAT score than peers bolsters its proven track record of delivery excellence and its ability to cater to clients’
emerging demands

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
High Potentials (page 1 of 4)
Overview
CloudGo leverages ServiceNow to deliver digital workflows to address issues around increasing customer proximity, improving processes, and
managing cyber threats. It focuses on delivering services to the APAC market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
50-70
Headquarters: Singapore/Australia

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from CloudGo’s focused investment in certifying its resources in emerging areas
 CloudGo’s relatively higher CSAT score than peers bolsters its ability to cater to clients’ emerging demands
 It has been actively conducting market hiring in recent days, indicating its growing appetite

Overview
Crossfuze offers advisory, implementation, organization change management, and managed services to advance digital transformation
narratives using ServiceNow. It caters to North American and European markets.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
170-190
Headquarters: Golden Valley,
Minnesota, United States

Source:

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from Crossfuze’s scale and balanced investment in certifying its resources across ITSM and emerging areas
 Crossfuze’s relatively higher CSAT score than peers bolsters its ability to cater across the wide ServiceNow portfolio

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
High Potentials (page 2 of 4)
Overview
Infocenter offers professional services across multiple ServiceNow products, including employee workflows, customer service, IT, security, and
AppEngine. It focuses on delivering services to North American clients.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
120-140
Headquarters: Charlotte,
North Carolina, United States

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from Infocenter’s focused investment in certifying its resources in emerging areas and application developers
 Infocenter’s relatively higher CSAT score than peers emphasizes its ability to cater to emerging demand themes
 We also observe a consistent attrition in ServiceNow resources

Overview
Inmorphis offers services around enterprise service management and with an emphasis on security. It caters to APAC and North American
markets.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
110-130
Headquarters: Noida, Uttar Pradesh,
India

Source:

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from Inmorphis’ certified talent in ITSM
 Inmorphis’ relatively higher CSAT score than peers emphasizes its delivery excellence in IT workflow management

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
High Potentials (page 3 of 4)
Overview
INRY provides ServiceNow services across IT, HR, CSM, ITBM, GRC, and security. Its messaging is focused on technology-led digital
transformation. Its delivery center is focused on catering to the North American market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
60-80
Headquarters: Bloomington,
Minnesota, United States

Commentary
 Enterprises can benefit from INRY’s dedicated investment in certifying its resources in emerging areas
 Though INRY has attained product and industry expertise in multiple areas, it lacks certified talent in ITSM and application developers
 The company has seen attrition in ServiceNow talent pool in the recent past

Overview
Plat4mation provides strategic, functional, and technical expertise across IT, employee, and customer workflows. It also has a delivery center
in India to leverage offshore benefits. It specializes in delivering services to European and North American clients.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
160-180
Headquarters: Utrecht, Netherlands

Source:

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from Plat4mation’s relative scale and investment in certifying its resources in ITSM
 Though it has received tech vendor recognition for the EMEA region, its customer satisfaction score is relatively lower compared with
sizable peers

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
High Potentials (page 4 of 4)
Overview
Service Line Solutions offers services to government, education, health, automotive, finance, and retail industries. It is involved in solving
service management-related issues with its consulting, developing, and deploying services. It is focused on catering to the APAC market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
70-90
Headquarters: Geelong, Victoria,
Australia

Commentary
 Enterprises can benefit from Service Line Solutions’ balanced investment in certifying resources across ITSM and emerging areas
 Its relatively higher CSAT score than peers emphasizes its delivery excellence, covering a wide portfolio of ServiceNow modules
 It has also received technology vendor recognition for APAC, highlighting its investments and market success in this region

Overview
SuMO offers services across service and asset management projects with its messaging focused on accelerated digital transformation. It
caters to the North American market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
70-90
Headquarters: Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

Source:

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from SuMO’s relative scale and balanced investment in certifying its resources across ITSM, emerging areas, and
application developers who are core to implementation services
 Its relatively higher CSAT score than peers bolsters its delivery excellence, covering a wide portfolio of ServiceNow modules

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
Specialist Aspirants (page 1 of 2)
Overview
FlyForm offers planning, implementation, and managed services across multiple ServiceNow modules including ITSM, ITOM, ITBM, CSM, and
SAM. It caters to the European market.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
60-80
Headquarters: London,
United Kingdom

Commentary
 Clients can benefit from FlyForm’s investment in certifying its resources in ITSM. However, it has limited focus on emerging areas and
application developers
 Its relatively higher CSAT score than peers bolsters its delivery excellence. We have observed FlyForm hiring aggressively in the recent
past, indicating its growth appetite
Overview
HGC Technologies offers end-to-end professional services for the ServiceNow platform with focus on ITSM, ITOM, and ITBM.
It caters to the North American market.

Estimated ServiceNow resources:
50-70
Headquarters: Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

Source:

Commentary
 Though HGC Technologies lacks scale, clients can benefit from its focused investment in certifying resources across ITSM and application
developers who are core to implementation services
 Its relatively higher CSAT score than peers further emphasizes its delivery excellence in ITSM

Everest Group (2021)
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Profiles of top 15 specialist ServiceNow partners
Specialist Aspirants (page 2 of 2)
Overview
Volteo Digital specializes in offering services across ITSM, CSM, and customer application development. Its messaging is focused on
transforming enterprises digitally into connected enterprises. It caters to Americas, India, and Spain markets.
Estimated ServiceNow resources:
90-110
Headquarters: Phoenix, Arizona,
United States

Source:

Commentary
 Enterprises can benefit from its investment in certifying resources in ITSM. However, it lacks investments in emerging areas and
application developers
 Though Volteo Digital has wide industry coverage, its CSAT score is relatively lower compared with sizable peers
 It has experienced attrition in the recent past

Everest Group (2021)
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Future of specialist ServiceNow services partners
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Future of specialist ServiceNow services partners

Specialist partners should focus on five major dimensions including talent, product knowledge, and past project insights, to
continue to retain and expand their market reach
We expect ServiceNow services market, which is growing at 32%, to reach US$16.5 billion by 2025. This provides ample opportunities for 115 specialist service partners we analyzed, who
currently have less than 6% aggregated market share. However, this growth will require specialist service providers to continue enhancing their capabilities across five major dimensions:
Talent: In our enterprise pulse research published last year, 43% of enterprises said they were unhappy with the talent quality of their GSI partners. This is the key value a
specialist service partner brings to the client. Our analysis suggests specialist service providers have 1.7 certification per resource compared with less than one for large
GSIs. These service providers should continue investing in certification programs and external L&D initiatives.
Product knowledge: Enterprises value specialist service partner capabilities to understand the newer functionalities of the ServiceNow platform better than larger GSIs.
Large GSIs in most cases are slow to react to product vendor innovations. These service providers should increase the focus on non-ITSM areas to create differentiation
Past project insights: This is an area most specialist service providers struggle with.
They are unable to codify their understanding of past projects to bring value to ServiceNow engagements. They still rely on core capabilities of their talent rather than tools,
platforms, and other IPs they can bring to drive higher value for clients. Without cross leveraging their insights from earlier projects, they will struggle to serve large enterprises
Account-based marketing: Specialist service providers lag in proactive account investment and rely more on an ad hoc sales strategy. This model cannot cater to the
massive growth opportunities available for ServiceNow. We recommend these providers to better understand clients’ business priorities, technology initiatives, competitive
landscape, and key organizational leadership. This will help them prioritize their sales efforts and drive greater market success
Client education: Specialist service partners should leverage their unique position to educate ServiceNow client base and the broader market. They should push enterprises
to adopt ServiceNow as a digital transformation platform. For this, these providers need to build a transformative use case repository and working prototypes of solutions that
do not need proof-of-concept. In addition, they should proactively mine clients’ business landscape to find newer ServiceNow opportunities

Proprietary & Confidential. © 2021, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2021-50-R-4348
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Conclusion

Growth in the ServiceNow services market has made specialist service providers an attractive
acquisition target. They should extract the highest multiple possible from potential acquirers.
For this, they will need to demonstrate differentiating capabilities in addition to unique talent.
Specialist service partners who do not get acquired will need to build a different operating
model to succeed in the ServiceNow market. Purely relying on supplying high-value talent will
take them only that far. They need to work on other pointers mentioned above such as
product knowledge, insights from past projects, account-based marketing, and client
education to exploit this once-in-a-generation opportunity.
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Appendix
Research calendar
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Research calendar
Enterprise Platform Services (EPS)
Published

Flagship EPS reports

Planned

Current release

Release date

Pega services profiles compendium

February 2021

ServiceNow Services – the Uberization of IT, HR, and Employee Workflows

February 2021

Enterprise Platform Services – Renewal Opportunity for Service Providers

February 2021

Salesforce healthcare services – State of the market 2021

March 2021

S/4HANA Services PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2021

May 2021

S/4HANA Service Provider Compendium 2021

May 2021

S/4HANA Services – State of the Market Report 2021

Q2 2021

Microsoft Dynamics Services PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2021

Q2 2021

Supply Chain Management (SCM) platforms PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2021

Q3 2021

Oracle Cloud Application Services / Oracle SaaS Services PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2021

Q4 2021

Thematic EPS reports

Release date

Cloud Management Platform Trailblazers: Top 10 Start-ups Creating Buzz in the Market

October 2020

Assessment of the Niche ServiceNow Services Partner Ecosystem – Evaluation of the Top 15 Specialist ServiceNow Partners

May 2021

Rise of the Disruptive SaaS

Q2 2021

Customer Experience (CX) – What Clients Expect from Adobe, Salesforce, SAP, and Oracle?

Q3 2021

SaaS Management Platform Trailblazer

Q3 2021

Note:

For a list of all of our published EPS reports, please refer to our website page
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Everest Group is a consulting and research firm focused on strategic IT, business services, engineering services, and sourcing.
Our clients include leading global enterprises, service providers, and investors. Through our research-informed insights and
deep experience, we guide clients in their journeys to achieve heightened operational and financial performance, accelerated
value delivery, and high-impact business outcomes. Details and in-depth content are available at everestgrp.com.
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This document is for informational purposes only, and it is being provided “as is” and “as available” without any warranty of any kind, including any warranties of completeness, adequacy, or fitness
for a particular purpose. Everest Group is not a legal or investment adviser; the contents of this document should not be construed as legal, tax, or investment advice. This document should not be
used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors, and Everest Group disclaims liability for any actions or decisions not to act that are taken as a result of any material in this publication.
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